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INTRODUCTION
The 2030 Agenda for Sustainable Development, containing the Sustainable Development Goals, was adopted by all 193
UN member countries under the Resolution of the General Assembly on September 25, 2015 in New York.
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The Agenda defines 17 Sustainable Development Goals and 169 related tasks that are to be achieved by the world by
year 2030. Applicable to achievements in 5 areas - the so-called 5xP: People, Planet, Prosperity, Peace, Partnership. The
goals cover a wide range of challenges such as poverty, hunger, health, education, gender equality, climate change,
sustainable development, peace, social justice.
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The goals will continue being implemented until 2030, and their achievement is not possible without businesses taking
part in this undertaking. They are currently the most important determinant for all companies and institutions that want
to put into action their ventures in accordance with the principles of sustainable development.
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From amongst 17 goals defined by the UN, 10 are close to the business strategy that is being implemented by the Cerrad
Group. Activities completed as part of corporate social responsibility result from our companies’ strong social awareness
and the need to join the effort of solving socially significant problems in Poland and in the World. Here in the Cerrad
Group we take into account both, the economic aspects as well as the social and environmental interests. Our main
business activities focus on projects that are aimed at the advancement of innovation and technology, and the values,
which we use to guide us in these endeavors, is collaboration with business partners that are equally as responsible. We
believe that by joining our efforts, together we can and will achieve more in taking care of the environment, our local
communities, development and education.
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ENVIRONMENTAL
ASPECTS
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LED technology in lighting systems
Electricity consumption and CO2 emissions have been limited by the use of LED technology in the lighting systems for all the
production halls in the factories located in Starachowice.

ENVIRONMENTAL ASPECTS

ENVIRONMENTAL ASPECTS
Quality Management System ISO 9001: 2015
ISO certificates confirm the high quality of organizational methods, and therefore the ability to deliver products and provide
services at the proper level. Being in possession of the ISO certificate is a form of confirmation that the organization in question
is well-established and highly professional. It also determines the repetition of processes and keeps corporate management in
order. The Cerrad Group is ISO 9001 certified, which guarantees the quality of the products and services that are being provided,
from product design and development all the way through each production phase.

Environmental Management System ISO 14001: 2015
The Cerrad Group has the international ISO 14001: 2015 certification, which defines the prerequisites for the implementation,
development and maintenance of an environmental management system, making a commitment to control environmental
impacts of the production process in order to continuously advance and improve.

Cogeneration process - electricity production and heat recovery
In order to reduce the consumption of electricity and natural gas, we use an innovative cogeneration process in the production of
our ceramic tiles. This process is based on the production of electricity and on the use of a technological heat recovery installation,
that recovers heat used directly for the production of ceramic granules in the ATM spray dryer. Cogeneration helps to meet the
total demand for electricity in Plant No. 2 in Starachowice, which in turn significantly contributes to the reduction of CO2 emissions
generated by the power plant.

Maximum efficiency and optimization of production processes

6 700
-32 836 000 kg / year
CO2 emission reduction

8

4 690 857 trees
free from CO2

hektarów
lasów
sosnowych

2021

The effect of introducing the cogeneration system is the reduction of CO2, sulfur compounds and suspended dust emissions by
32,836,000 kg per year, which helps to protect as much as 6,701 hectares of pine forests from pollution.

2019

energy demand

2017

17 000 single-family homes

2014

own energy production

2011

42 496 000 kWh / year

The production of CERRAD ceramic tiles has been optimized for maximum efficiency in terms of raw materials and gas
consumption, along with electricity emissions and water use. The achievement of this was possible thanks to the use of most
modern technologies (e.g., the use of high-efficiency dust filters in dedusting installations) and by carefully selecting the
parameters for the production process.

4 8,5 12 20 25

millon m2

millon m2

millon m2

millon m2

millon m2
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ENVIRONMENTAL ASPECTS

The solutions used in the production of ceramic tiles by CERRAD meet the requirements of the BAT (Best Available Techniques
BAT) standards, which are used in the EU to determine emission totals for various substances (e.g., released to water, soil or air)
and define ways to minimize their impact on the environment while using available technologies. These actions lead to keeping
the balance between benefits and costs when setting the plant’s emission limits.

Zero Waste concept and the limiting of material loss
In order to minimize the consumption of raw materials and to optimize costs, the production of CERRAD ceramic tiles uses proven
as well as innovative methods of raw material recovery, e.g.,

• Wet recovery of soft scraps

ENVIRONMENTAL ASPECTS

Production technology based on BAT standards - Best Available Techniques

• Dry recovery of soft scraps
• Recovery and re-use of post-filter residues from the polishing department

A fleet of company cars that meet the Euro 6 standard requirements
82% of cars in the fleet of company cars at CERRAD Sp. z o.o. meet the highest requirements as defined in the Euro 6 emissions
standard (2020)

• Fully automated technology for returning of hard scraps to the production process
The solutions are in line with the ZERO WASTE concept and have a direct impact on the reduction of water, raw materials and
natural gas consumption.

Recuperation and ECO burners
Euro 6

82%

18%

The forklift fleet powered by CNG
Replacement of the entire fleet of LPG-powered forklifts with those powered by CNG natural gas. Engines powered with natural
gas offer great potential for the reduction of CO2 emissions. Comparison to gasoline powered cars.

LPG

~2,3 grams CO2 /km

CNG

~0,161 grams CO2 /km

LPG

CNG

Maximum efficiency and the reduction of gas consumption in the production of ceramic tiles are possible thanks to the use of
EKO burners, which have a higher thermal efficiency compared to standard burners, and also thanks to an extensive recuperation
system – or the recovery of heat from the exhaust air:

• furnace -> spray dryer (30% reduction in gas consumption in the spray dryer)
• furnace -> horizontal dryer (over 50% reduction in gas consumption in the horizontal dryer)
Thanks to the Z2BIS project, we are able to significantly increase our energy efficiency. This is possible thanks to the aforementioned
process of recuperation and the construction of a two-level furnace, which is equipped with the economical Titanium S burners.
Thanks to this, we are able to reduce our consumption of raw materials, reduce our harmful gas emissions, but also recover, save
and reuse previously generated energy. By how much?

CNG - NOISE REDUCTION ~50%
Safe working environment

/ In-house CNG refueling station
Thanks to the investment, Cerrad uses high-octane, low-emission fuel as an alternative to conventional fuels, which improves
the return rate and logistic safety. This significantly improves the supply chain and minimizes transport related impacts on the
environment.

3 710 000 kWh / energy
saved
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annual energy use

LONDON

Closed water circulation system in production processes and a rainwater
recovery installation
The production of CERRAD ceramic tiles uses a closed water circulation technology. As a result, 100% of the water used in the
manufacturing process is returned and reused in the next cycle, thus eliminating the need to use new water from a municipal
water company or from a deep well. In addition, some processes use the rainwater recovery installation, which also translates into
the reduction of water consumption quantities.

340 households

7000 ton / CO2
reduction in emissions

NEW JORK

7000 flights CO2 emission equivalent
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ENVIRONMENTAL ASPECTS

Cerrad tiles are made of natural and clean raw materials, and we only use dyes that are safe for our health and the environmentally.

Waste recycling
Materials, which are used for packaging and those used to protect the pallets with the finished product, can be fully recycled (e.g.,
plastics, cardboard, wood). In 2020, close to 75% of the waste collected from the company was recycled.

Waste flow monitoring and segregation is being completed as part of the waste management program. Records of all the
generated waste are kept in the Waste Database (BDO). Waste from the production of ceramic tiles is segregated at a 100%
capacity. Additionally, PET bottles are being segregated and collected in all Cerrad Group plants and office buildings. The collected
bottles are then recycled.
For almost a year now, all our plants have been equipped with waste containers designated for the segregation of waste. Tips on
what waste should be deposited in which container can be found above the bins. By having done this, we’re not only meeting the
European Union requirements, but also, above all, we’re taking steps to care for our planet together.

95 kg of waste paper
Saves 1 tree

25%

75%

ENVIRONMENTAL ASPECTS

100% waste segregation and monitoring

Raw Materials

1 glass bottle
Equals 4 hours
of lightbulb energy

35 bottles PET
Equals 1 new fleece

REACH declarations
Environmental Product Declaration

We are responsible for our products and we ensure their safe use.
We have REACH declarations for our products

We are in the process of obtaining an Environmental Product Declaration (EPD). Products
with EPD declarations are used in construction for facilities which are striving to obtain
sustainable construction certificates (DGNB, LEED, BREEAM systems and others). The finished products will have a Type III
Environmental Declaration (EPD) based on the EN 15804 standard and will be verified in accordance with the ISO 14025 standard
by an external auditor. We are also in the process of implementing an environmental declaration as part of the REACH regulations
for our finished products. Ceramic tiles manufactured by CERRAD will be inspected for contents of up to 100 ppm (0.01%) of
substances in the product mass as listed in the REACH regulation - Annex No. XIV, XVI and in the inventory containing a list of
SVHC (substance of very high concerns).

Employee environmental
awareness / local
environmental awareness
In order to improve awareness in the scope of environmental
protection, internal training is conducted for all employees of
the CERRAD Group. The training includes basic information
regarding the ISO 14001 environmental management
system, legal requirements, environmental aspects and waste
management.

• ceramic tiles with <0.5% water absorption
• ceramic tiles with <3.0% water absorption.
REACH is the European regulation that deals with the registration, evaluation, authorization and restriction of chemical substances.
Its main goal is to ensure a high level of protection for human health and the environment. It also advocates for modern risk
assessment methods of substances, while at the same guaranteeing their free circulation on the internal market and supporting
competitiveness and innovation.

Public educational campaigns / collections
Every year, in cooperation with the Packaging Recovery Organizations, public educational campaigns are organized in the field of
ecology. These include ecological picnics, eco-lessons for kindergarteners, primary and secondary schools, and are co-financed
by the CERRAD company.
Together with the City Hall, we organize eco-contests where some of the main prizes include eco-gardens for schools (we
purchase and plant trees, and create green spaces). There is also a collection of plastic screw caps that takes place, which supports
the “Adults for children” foundation from Starachowice.
The income generated from the collected caps is used for the purchase of wheelchairs for children. Collection points for the screw
caps are located at every CERRAD facility.
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CERRAD

02

CERRAD - A SOCIALLY RESPONSIBLE BUSINESS (SRB)

CERRAD

CERRAD

We build our competitive advantage on innovation, offering unique products of the highest quality, but also on relationships,
responsible treatment of the environment and our involvement in the community.

STABLE EMPLOYER / SAFE WORKPLACE

• The Cerrad Group offers stable employment and safe
working conditions, while at the same time caring
about the education and development of employees.

• We care about the highest recruitment and instituting

Every day at our organization, we engage ourselves in activities that not only have a positive effect on the community and market
education, but also improve the quality of life for people in need.

• We provide free transport for employees from remote
locations.

• We have activities aimed at the integration of

standards for new employees, we have an internal
recruitment system in place.

employees and those in the field of preventive health
measures, we also hold internal and external training
seminars for employees.

• We introduce a clear career development path,

• We create a friendly workplace. We respect ethics

programs that help with career development, training
programs that increase employee competences,
remuneration mapping.

and diversity. We promote gender equality.
We equally value everyone who approaches
their professional tasks and roles with honesty
and respect for themselves and others.

• We have payroll incentives: bonuses and non-payroll

As a socially responsible company, we conduct many activities that initiate and support the integration of local environments naturally associated with the company and co-responsible for its success.
Our organization has appointed Ms. Halina Bąk, SRB Management Board Representative and an entire SRB team, who are in
charge of implementing strategies according to which the company, during its daily activities, voluntarily takes into account social
interests, environmental aspects and relations with various stakeholder groups.

/ CHARITABLE PROJECTS
A variety of projects aimed at the good of the community. We support local institutions and people in need. We regularly provide
funds for children in need, we engage in special campaigns for hospitals and other organizations, but we also donate ceramic tiles
for renovation purposes of preschools, hospitals and schools throughout Poland.

benefits: multisport card, free language courses,
healthcare. Depending on the position held, we
provide employees with devices necessary for their
work, such as: company cars, company computers,
and mobile phones.

We also participate in charity events, or donate valuable items to auctions held for those purposes and we promote active help
among our employees. We are also involved in nationwide campaigns such as: Poland Business Run, Benevolent Package, WOŚP.
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1250

50

25

years of tradition

employees who
are ambassadors
for the company

markets on which
we are present

million m2
of tiles produced
annually

/ SUPPORT FOR THE EDUCATION OF CHILDREN AND YOUTH
Thanks to the collaboration with various organizations, Cerrad supports the children and youth in their education, among other
things through school internships in the production plants and by being involved in the development of entrepreneurship in
Poland. We also organize work programs and support local vocational education.
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CERRAD

We train clients, architects and contractors in Poland and
abroad. Active collaboration and building of relationships
with Clients allow for the expansion of the network of
recommendations, while at the same time influencing the
recognition of our brand.
We have created, among others, an original training program
CERRADzi.

/ COOLLABORATION
We work with local governments, universities, among others
the Academy of Fine Arts in Łódź, we organize competitions
for young artists, we invest in young generations and work
together on innovative ideas and the further development
of our product offer portfolio.
Since the beginning of 2020, at the invitation of Łukasiewicz
- Institute of Sustainable Technologies in Radom, we are a
member of the Stakeholder Group for the international
project Intelligent MSP for Industry 4.0 „SMARTY”, co-financed
by the European Commission under the Interreg program

WE CREATED A GRANT PROGRAM: LET’S HELP TOGETHER

CERRAD

/ MARKET EDUCATION

As part of the program, we engage employees in helping the local community. We have created, among others, a playground for
children in Jagodno, we provided equipment for the Children’s Home in Jasieniec, we supported the Animal Shelter in Rudnik, we
upgraded school bathrooms, we supported hospitals, children battling cancer and we took on support for hospitals in the fight
against the pandemic and the SARS-CoV-2 virus.

CERRAD - EFFECTIVE AND RESPONSIBLE BUSINESS PARTNER
Our main ideas are partnership business relations and the highest possible quality of collaboration. All this helped us build a
positive image of our brand in the industry. Seeing us as a stable and reliable partner, makes us a first-choice partner for new and
potential business ventures.

CERRAD - A RESPONSIBLE AND TRUSTED PARTNER FOR THE AMERICAN
TRADE
When we begin operating on the market in the United States, we knew that in order to go against the biggest competitors we
had to focus not only on the combination of professionalism, speed and safety, but also on an innovative approach and dynamic
development. Proof that we are going in the right direction is the fact that CERRAD has been granted the C-TPAT certificate, thanks
to which we became an official partner of the trade industry. We have gained, among others, privileges when it comes to customs
clearance in US ports. Deliveries will now be much faster and our tile offer portfolio overseas will continue to expand.

The project focuses on the challenges hindering the spread
of new solutions in the European Union’s ecosystem, in order
to support development, amenities and commercialization,
but also to popularize solutions brought by Industry 4.0 regardless of whether they are new technologies, products,
services or business models.

SPORTS SPONSORING
We are the title sponsor of the Plus Ligia team: Cerrad Enea Czarni Radom. We are also involved in local sponsorship of:
MKS Orlicz Suchedniów Club and the Cerrad SMS Starachowice volleyball team, helping young talents to further develop
their skills. Our scholarship holder is, among others, Maia Peryt, the silver medalist for the Polish Indoor Championships
and the gold medalist for the Polish Athletics Championships in the U18 category.
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CERRAD

CERRAD

ORIGINAL TRAINING PROGRAM - CERRADzi
The training is geared towards contractors specialized in tiling work, finishing and renovation companies and all those who are
interested in developing their skills, improving qualifications and distinguishing themselves on the market. During each meeting,
we are accompanied by our Partners, and by manufacturers of tools and chemicals used in construction. The training is accredited
by the Cerrad brand certificate. During the training events, participants gain knowledge about the production of gres and clinker
tiles, as well as the know-how when it comes to the selection of proper construction chemicals, assembly systems and assembly
techniques. We thoroughly prepare participants on such topics as::

• Large format tiles
• Façade tiles
• Balconies and terraces
• Line 2.0 patio tiles

SPECIALISTS

510

CERTIFICATES
ISSUED

20

TRAINING

16

COMPLETED
TRAINING COURSES

DISTANCE

11000
KILOMETERS
TRAVELED
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CERRAD

AWARDS CONFIRMING QUALITY, DESIGN
/ A’ Design Award
Polish design appreciated around the world. Cerrad has been recognized internationally for its outstanding industrial design.
The Marquin Gold and V-shape Mattina collections won gold and silver at the international A ‚Design Award competition in the
building materials and construction elements category. A ‚Design Award & Competition is one of the largest, most prestigious and
widely recognized design competitions in the world. Winning the award symbolizes not only exceptional design excellence, but
also emphasizes the originality and functionality of the product introduced onto the market.

/ Red Dot Award
Red Dot Award, the most important award in the world of design, has been awarded to Cerrad. The Ceppo Nuovo collection from
the Cerrad x La Mania Home project received the prestigious „red dot” in the Product Design category. The Red Dot Design Award,
often called the „Design Oscars”, is the largest and most renowned global industrial design competition, which dates back to 1955.
Every year, the RED DOT award in the Product Design category is presented to the best of the best, for their outstanding designs
and exceptional product quality.

/ Other example awards:

• Pracodawca Rzeczpospolitej 2019,
• Diamenty Forbesa 2019 i 2020,
• Łazienka wybór roku 2020,
• Gazele Biznesu (Puls Biznesu),
• Wielka Perła Ceramiki UE 2019,
• Perła Ceramiki 2019 dla kolekcji:

Calacatta gold / Marquina gold / Masterstone / Libero / Nickwood /
Giornata / Tramonto

• Perła Ceramiki UE 2018 dla kolekcji:

Apenino / Acero / Concrete / Mattina 1.8 / Montego 2.0 / Tacoma

• Perła Ceramiki Dystrybutorów 2018 dla kolekcji:
Apenino / Mattina 1.8 / Tacoma

• Perły Ceramiki:
2017 / 2016 / 2015 / 2014 / 2012 / 2010 / 2009 / 2008 / 2005 / 2004

• Animator Gospodarki 2017,

MARQUINA GOLD

• Orzeł Eksportu 2016,
• Lider Regionu Echa Dnia,
• Design dla Konesera dla linii ULTIME,
• Złota Kula w kategorii Darczyńca

The local community is a slightly larger family. It’s a family where we
support one another, take care of each other and want nothing but
the best for the other members. Every day we receive thanks for our
social involvement and community support.
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MATTINA STEP TREADS V-SHAPE
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CERRAD Ltd.
Radomska Street 49 B
27-200 Starachowice, Poland
phone +48 800 237 723
office@cerrad.com
www.cerrad.com

